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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Found a good car for a
really good price. Needed tires and brakes, had to get that on my own but overall good deal.
Told them their price on their vehicle was way too high, they got upset and wanted to go back
and forth like teen aged girls Unfortunately the truck I wanted sold before I but they did a great
job in working with me and I was able to drive off with the same make and model truck and
honestly they one i bought was in better condition than the one i wanted and now i love my
truck and i thank these guys for helping me. The Team at Manic emailed and texted back
quickly. They were pretty helpful during the test drive. They listened to my concerns. Manic
Motors reponded to my call and the questions I had regarding a car they were selling. I was very
satisfied with the response and I bought the car. This team over there sounds to be so awesome
been eyeing this Cadillac for a month or so now haven't been able to get up to Brentwood, they
offered to pay my Uber and take it off the bill I'll be up there tomorrow morning which is Monday
January 4. Super excited hope it all works out. Scott and Robin were awesome to deal with at
Highway 60 motors They answered all my questions about the vehicle I ended up buying the f
like it very much and will recommend others to them and CarGurus. My experience was alright.
It was only through email and we are looking forward to talking by phone and possibly
scheduling for a look through and test drive in the very near future. Asked for pics of the
vehicle. I asked him to send pics when the vehicle returned to the dealership. Never received
pics. Never heard from dealer again. Vehicle is still listed for sale. Dealer responded right away
and told me they would supply the information I requested but never did and I still haven't heard
back from them. Would not purchase here. Response was good follow up was great. It was
great and comfortable and rushing me to buy made it fit for my budget and quite fast. This was
by far the best experience I've had buying a car. Everyone at this dealership was helpful and
worked hard to meet my requests in order for me to purchase my vehicle. I called about the
truck before making the 60mi trip. Tricky and dishonest ad! At least the salesperson had morals
and gave me some details about the vehicle. I thank you for that. Told us that the car did not
pass safety standards and would not be for sale. Vehicle was never taken off of inventory and
was still being listed as for sale. We had a great experience at CarLink and would definitely go
back next time we're looking for a used car! Victor was awesome; very helpful and patient. I
recommend them highly. Victor was our sales rep and from the minute we got to the dealership
very positive experience. Would highly recommend them! They were great! Ended up getting a
different car but Danny was very helpful. You are looking at the second-best-selling vehicle in
America. Chevrolet moves more Silverado full-size pickup trucks than Toyota does Camrys,
though the Ford F-Series remains the annual sales champ by a significant margin. If you need a
truck right now or simply want to take advantage of great deals on the Chevy Silverado , variety
is in plentiful supply. The Silverado is offered in regular cab, extended cab, and crew cab styles,
with a choice between short, standard and long cargo beds. A Silverado Hybrid version is also
for sale, designed to maximize fuel economy for truck buyers who do not require the highest
tow rating or greatest payload capacity. We consider the hybrid version a separate model and
cover it elsewhere. Rear-wheel drive is standard. The WT and LS models can be optioned with a
4-wheel-drive system that includes a manual transfer case. The Silverado LTZ includes a
standard 5. Additionally, this luxury-themed version of the Silverado is equipped with Bluetooth
connectivity, leather upholstery, heated front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, a Bose
premium sound system with a USB port and trim enhancements inside and out. Give me the
shiny chrome grille, shiny bumpers, and shiny optional inch wheels found on the LT model.
Outside of these personal preferences, however, the Silverado remains a handsome rig despite
its age. Among pickup trucks, this is a clean and modern design, free of the tacked-on
ornamentation that often makes a full-size truck garish in appearance. Though Chevrolet offers
4 different engines in the Silverado, ranging from a 4. Plus, this engine is E85 flex-fuel
compatible. Using gasoline, the 5. Maximum towing capacity for my test truck was 9, pounds,
while maximum payload capacity measured 1, pounds. Buy the right Silverado , and you can
tow up to 10, pounds and haul as much as 1, pounds of payload. The 5. The V8 delivers a
pleasing soundtrack, but installed in a crew cab with 4WD and a full load of equipment, it
provides merely adequate power. That said, my Silverado was geared to launch with authority,
and it had no trouble powering up a dirt trail or steep highway grade. For , the 6-speed
automatic transmission is equipped with Powertrain Grade Braking, and it works as advertised
to maintain speed on downhill sections of highway. No matter where, or how, I drove the
Silverado, I had no complaints about the transmission, which downshifts quickly when the
driver requests extra power and shifts unobtrusively the remainder of the time. Keep in mind,
however, that a heavy trailer or payload could reveal undesirable characteristics. Despite the
optional Z71 suspension, the Silverado provides a decent ride quality, filtering out the effects of
lousy local pavement. On the flip side, the Silverado essentially pummeled lousy concrete into

submission, almost gliding over one stretch of harsh freeway surface near home. With the seat
raised to my preferred height, however, the door-panel armrest and center-console armrest
were located too low for my comfort, and the upper door panel section proved too thin to serve
as a shelf upon which to rest my left arm. My LTZ test truck had the upscale-looking dashboard
Chevy uses for this luxury-themed trim level, one shared with the Suburban and Tahoe SUVs
and equipped with automatic climate control and navigation and radio components that were
designed for installation in smaller General Motors vehicles. This approach works fine for the
Tahoe and Suburban, but a pickup truck ought to have a more rugged and industrial interior
appearance, and it ought to have much larger buttons and knobs, because people wearing work
gloves often drive them. For an older design, the Silverado offers several appealing features,
ranging from its free 6-month trial of OnStar telematics to a dealer-installed accessory that turns
the truck into a mobile Internet Wi-Fi hot spot. Additionally, the Silverado includes 3 months of
free satellite radio service. Graphics are improved, the touchscreen is more responsive, and the
system is more intuitive to use than before. Every Chevy Silverado is equipped with 6 airbags,
antilock brakes and a traction and stability control system. Options include rear parking assist
sensors, a reversing camera and OnStar telematics with 6 free months of Automatic Collision
Notification service and Family Link service. In crash tests conducted by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, all versions of the Silverado received a 4-star overall rating, one
level down from the best rating of 5 stars. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS
determined that the Silverado provides Good crash protection in a moderate offset frontal
impact collision, Acceptable protection in a side-impact collision and Acceptable protection
against injury in a rear-impact collision. Chevy dealers are offering big discounts on this, the
Chevrolet Silverado, and have added free scheduled service and maintenance for 2 years and
24, miles to entice truck buyers. You may save money on a Silverado up front, but this truck
does a poor job of retaining its value over time, according to ALG, an industry leader in setting
residual values for new vehicles. The only other non-GM light-duty pickup in that same category
is the Nissan Titan. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Chevrolet Silverado for sale near me Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request
Information. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

